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AGENDA  
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 

 

Board Meeting No. 7-19 
July 26, 2019 

8:30 a.m. 
SpringHill Suites 

Conference Room 

1177 S. Yellowstone Hwy 

REXBURG 

 

 

1. Roll Call  

2. Public Comment       

3. Agenda & Approval of Minutes*     

4. Financial Report        

5. Lemhi River Basin* 

6. Flood Management Grants*      

7. Milner Irrigation District Loan Request*    

8. Series 2005 Revenue Bonds*  

9. ESPA Managed Recharge *      

10. Cooperative Cloud Seeding Program*    

11. Mountain Home AFB Sustainable Water Project Update   

12. Henry’s Fork Stream Alteration Approval*    

13. IDWR Eastern Regional Manager Update  

14. Administrative Rules Process Update 

15. Director’s Report       

16. Non-Action Items for Discussion  

17. Next Meeting & Adjourn 

 

 

 

 

* Action Item: A vote regarding this item may be made this meeting.  Identifying an item as an action 

item on the agenda does not require a vote to be taken on the item. 

Americans with Disabilities 

The meeting will be held in facilities that meet the accessibility requirements of the Americans with 

Disabilities Act.  If you require special accommodations to attend, participate in, or understand the 

meeting, please make advance arrangements by contacting Department staff by email 

nikki.regent@idwr.idaho.gov or by phone at (208) 287-4800. 
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Memorandum  
To: Idaho Water Resource Board  

From: Cynthia Bridge Clark 

Date: July 17, 2019 

Re: IWRB Protests to Permit Applications in the Upper Lemhi Basin 

REQUIRED ACTION:  Consideration of technical support requirements for IWRB protests to Upper Lemhi Basin 
Applications 

The Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) has filed protests to a number of applications for permits to divert 
water from various tributaries of the Upper Lemhi River.  The IWRB will discuss the status of the applications, 
and the potential need to retain consultants or technical experts to support the IWRB’s protests.   Materials 
will be provided at the IWRB meeting. 
 

































































































































 

Resolution No. ________________ Page 1 
 

BEFORE THE IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
   
  
IN THE MATTER OF DEVELOPMENT 
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2005 (NORTH LAKE 
RECREATIONAL SEWER AND WATER 
DISTRICT PROJECT) DATED NOVEMBER 1, 
2005 IN THE AMOUNT OF $9,465,000 
 

 
RESOLUTION TO ENTER INTO AN 
AGREEMENT TO RELEASE CERTAIN 
DEVELOPMENT REVENUE BONDS  
 

 
WHEREAS, Idaho Water Resource Board (Board) issued Development Revenue Bonds, 1 

Series 2005 (North Lake Recreational Sewer and Water District Project) dated November 1, 2005 2 
in the amount of $9,465,000 (Bonds); and 3 

 4 
WHEREAS, the Board loaned the proceeds of the Bonds (Loan) to North Lake Recreational 5 

Sewer and Water District, acting for and on behalf of Local Improvement District No. 2004-2 6 
(District) through a Loan Agreement dated November 1, 2005 between the District and the 7 
Board; and 8 

 9 
 WHEREAS, the Bonds are secured by payments made pursuant to an underlying local 10 
improvement district (LID) bond owing from the District to the Board (Underlying Water Bond); 11 
and 12 
 13 

WHEREAS, the Underlying Water Bond is secured by and payable from LID assessments 14 
on real property within the District created by the District’s Assessment Roll, as confirmed by 15 
District Ordinance No. 2005-4 adopted on September 17, 2005 (LID Assessments); and  16 

 17 
WHEREAS, pursuant to an Indenture of Trust between the Board and Trustee dated 18 

November 1, 2005 (Indenture), all of the Board’s right, title and interest in and to the Loan, the 19 
Loan Agreement and the LID Assessments have been assigned to the Trustee to have to hold as 20 
part of the Trust Estate for the benefit of Bondholder; and 21 

 22 
 WHEREAS, most of the real property parcels within the District and subject to the LID 23 
Assessments are owned by a related entity to Bondholder (Bondholder Parcels); and 24 
 25 
 WHEREAS, the LID Assessments on the Bondholder Parcels are delinquent and, as a result, 26 
have been assessed penalty fees and default interest (Penalty Amounts). The Penalty Amounts 27 
are currently owing in addition to the respective principal and interest amounts of the LID 28 
Assessments; and  29 
 30 



Resolution No. ________________ Page 2 
 

WHEREAS, as a result of the non-payment of LID Assessments, an event of default has 31 
occurred and is continuing under the Loan Agreement and Indenture; and 32 

 33 
WHEREAS, Bondholder desires to release the Penalty Amounts and associated delinquent 34 

principal and interest owed on the Bondholder Parcels through an agreement with the Board and 35 
Trustee which directs the District to undertake the release; and 36 

 37 
WHEREAS, The Board has been asked by Bondholder to enter into an agreement with 38 

Bondholder and Trustee providing for the release of the Penalty Amounts (Agreement) and 39 
counsel has advised that the Board is authorized to enter into such an Agreement; 40 
 41 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board approves entering into the Agreement 42 
with the Bondholder and Trustee to direct the District to release the Penalty Amounts and 43 
associated delinquent principal and interest owed by the Bondholder. 44 
 45 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board authorizes its chairman or 46 
designee, Brian Patton, Board Executive Officer, to execute the necessary agreements or 47 
contracts to provide for the release of the  Penalty Amounts and related matters.48 

 
DATED this XX day of XXX, 2019. 

 
 
____________________________________ 
ROGER W. CHASE, Chairman 
Idaho Water Resource Board 

 
 
 
ATTEST ___________________________________ 

    VINCE ALBERDI, Secretary      
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Memorandum  

To: Idaho Water Resource Board 

From: Wesley Hipke  

Date:  July 3, 2019 

Re: ESPA Managed Recharge Program Status Report 
 

I. ESPA Recharge Program (Program) Projected Summer and Fall 
Activities 
Staff is currently finalizing the results from the last managed recharge season, preparing for the next 
season and managing the various ongoing projects associated with the Program. Staff is also focusing on 
the following projects and activities this summer and into the fall: 

• Developing distribution and payment plans for the Upper and Lower Valleys. The intent is to 
develop long-term conveyance contracts with Program partners for the upcoming recharge 
season. 

• Complete necessary analyses for the 10-year ESPA Progress Report. 
• Coordinate managed recharge with storage water acquired in accordance with the Eastern 

Snake Plain Cities agreement with the Surface Water Coalition (SWC) and the potential donation 
of storage water from the SWC as per its agreement with IGWA and Water Mitigation Coalition 
(food processors). 

• Coordinating with the Attorney General’s Office to resolve protests of the IWRB’s recharge 
water right applications on the upper Snake River, Big Wood and Little Wood Rivers. 

• Performing various monitoring activities including: 
o Preparation and preliminary work for dye test in the fall at the new Wilson Canyon site 

and in the spring at the Egin Lakes site. 
o Expanding the transducer monitoring in areas that the IWRB conducts managed 

recharge. 
o Improving automated measurements of surface water diversions and return flows 

associated with IWRB managed recharge. 

II. 2018/2019 Recharge Season Summary  

2018/2019 IWRB Recharge Summary: 

IWRB recharge began on August 16, 2018 with storage water donated by the SWC in the Upper valley 
above Minidoka Dam. Managed recharge performed under the IWRB’s natural flow recharge water 
rights started in the Lower Valley below Minidoka Dam on October 22, 2018 and in the Upper Valley on 
February 22, 2019. IWRB managed recharge continued through June 6, 2019 except for a five-day 
shutdown in the middle of May. Program staff is working with the canals and Water District 01 to 
finalize last season’s recharge volumes. The values presented in this report are not final and subject to 
change. Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize IWRB recharge activities through of June 6, 2019. 
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Table 1. IWRB Recharge Summary – 2018/2019* 

Source Water Area 
Start / End of 

Recharge 

Duration of 
Recharge 

(Days) 

Median 
Recharge 
Rate (cfs) 

Volume 
Recharged 

(Acre-feet)* 

IWRB 
Delivery 

Cost* 

SWC Storage 
Water 

Upper Valley Aug 16 - Nov 3 80 302 53,770 $327,454 

Snake River 

Lower Valley Oct 26 – Jun 6 223 549 227,773 $1,782,828 

Upper Valley Feb 22 – Jun 6 93 124 61,297 $363,132 

Snake River Total  223 561 289,070 $2,145,960 

Big/Little 
Wood River 

Big Wood 
Canal Co. 

Nov 19 – Apr 17 150 18 5,400 $53,244 

ESPA TOTAL  290 405 348,240 $2,526,658 

*Recharge volumes and cost are not final.  Values may be adjusted as the numbers are finalized with the canal companies. 

 
Figure 1.  IWRB daily recharge flows for the 2018/2019 season. 
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III. ESPA Recharge Program Projects and Buildout Activities 

The IWRB has actively supported development of additional recharge capacity throughout the 
ESPA to meet the managed recharge goal of an average 250,000 af/yr.  For managed recharge 
projects involving infrastructure improvements to which the IWRB provided funding, a 
Memorandum of Intent (MOI) was developed to establish a long-term agreement (twenty 
years) between the IWRB and the entity implementing the project. The MOI acknowledges: 1) 
the IWRB provided financial assistance for a project; and 2) the entity agreed to deliver and 
prioritize delivery of the IWRB’s recharge water as compensation for financial assistance from 
the IWRB.   

ESPA Managed Recharge Infrastructure Project Summary 

The IWRB allocated over $20 million dollars from 2013 through fiscal year 2019 for 
infrastructure improvements to increase managed recharge throughout the ESPA.  In fiscal year 
2019, the IWRB budgeted $8 million and $5 million for fiscal year 2020 for development of 
managed recharge infrastructure throughout the ESPA. The status of the current projects in the 
Lower and Upper Valleys is included in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.  A summary of the 
projected recharge projects is presented in Table 4. 
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Table 2. Current IWRB ESPA Managed Recharge Projects - Lower Valley 

IWRB 
Partner Project Name Project 

Type  Status Approved 
Funds 

Scheduled 
Completion Description / Key Items 

AFRD2 Dietrich Drop Hydro Plant  
Winter By-pass 

Design / 
Construction Active $1,500,000  Nov 2019 

Winter recharge by-pass of the Dietrich Drop Power 
Plant 
• Finalize cost and project schedule – May 2018 
• Constr. of tail race gate & bypass improv. –  Jan 2019 
• Final FERC submittal for forebay improv. (6 mo. 

review) – Mar 2018 
• Construction of forebay improv. – Oct/Nov 2019 

AFRD2 MP 28 Hydro Plant Tailbay Construction Active $1,400,000 Nov 2019 

Isolating tailbay and improving forebay of the hydro 
plant during winter recharge 
• Design Completion – Sept 2018 
• Start Construction – Oct 2018 
• Complete in canal work – Dec 2018 
• Tailrace Building – Oct/Nov 2019 

AFRD2 MP 29 Recharge Site Construction Active $640,000 Dec 2019 

Construction of new site 
• Survey data - Feb 2018 
• Design & Bid Documents –  July 2019 
• GW Quality Monitoring Plan & Wells – Summer 2019 
• Start construction – Oct 2019 
• In canal construction complete – Nov 2019 

North 
Side CC 

Hydro Plants (4) 
Improvements for Winter 
By-pass 

Design / 
Construction Close Out $5,074,581  

Complete 

April 2019 

Winter recharge by-pass of the hydro plants between 
the Milner Pool and Wilson Lake 
• Phase I const. complete – Mar 2018 
• FERC approval for const. – Apr 2018 
• Construction started – Aug 2018 
• Est. final cost $3.5 M 
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North 
Side CC Wilson Canyon Site Design / 

Construction Active $1,900,000 Fall 2019 

Design & construction of recharge site 
• Design completed & Bid advertisement – Sept 2018 
• BLM ROW & constr. outside the canal – Mar 2019  
• GW Quality Plan complete – Summer 2019 
• Completion of monitor wells – June/July 2019 
• Final Testing of infrastructure – Fall 2019 

Table 3. Current IWRB ESPA Managed Recharge Projects - Upper Valley 

IWRB 
Partner Project Name Project 

Type Status Approved 
Funds 

Scheduled 
Completion Description / Key Items 

Fremont-
Madison 

ID 
Egin Lakes Phase II Construction Active $580,000  Summer/Fall 

2019 

Construction of Egin Lakes Phase II -  recharge 
capacity expansion 
• BLM approval – Oct 2018 
• Finish construction on new areas – May 2019  
• Testing of Site - Summer/Fall 2019 

Great 
Feeder 

Canal Co. 
Ward Site Construction Active $120,000 Spring/Summer 

2019 

Construction of recharge site  
• Evaluation of area complete – Jan 2018 
• Finish of construction – Apr 2019 
• Submit GW monitoring plan – Apr 2019  
• Drill monitor well – Summer 2019 

Butte 
Market 
Lake Co. 

Injection Well Test Testing / 
Construction Active $110,000 ?? 

Development of injection well  
• Project on hold as BMLCC determines if they want 

to move the project forward. 
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Table 4. Projected Lower & Upper Valley - IWRB ESPA Managed Recharge Projects 

IWRB 
Partner Project Name Project 

Type  Status Approved 
Funds 

Scheduled 
Completion Description / Key Items 

North 
Side CC 

Additional Managed 
Recharge Sites below 
Wilson Lake 

Survey, 
Design Planning None at 

this time 2020 

Preliminary Design of potential recharge site 
• Staff Evaluation and additional survey data – 

Summer 2018 
• LiDAR Survey Data – Nov 2018 
• Analysis of survey – Mar 2019 
• IWRB feedback on potential sites – Apr 2019 
• Design and Cost Estimate – After test of Wilson 

Canyon 

 Upper Valley – Large Scale 
Recharge Project Evaluation Planning None at 

this time 2020? 

Evaluation of the Upper Valley to determine the 
potential of developing a large scale managed 
recharge project 
• Ranking of best areas – Spring 2019 
• Field evaluation of potential areas – Summer 2019 
• Analysis of available data & report of potential areas 

– Aug/Sept 2019 
• IWRB/Aquifer Stabilization Committee input on 

potential sites – Sept 2019 
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Memorandum  
To: Idaho Water Resource Board  

From: Kala Golden, Cynthia Bridge Clark    

Date: July 15, 2018 

Re: Cooperative Cloud Seeding Program 
 

 
REQUESTED ACTIONS:  Consider a resolution to:   

1. Increase the maximum operation and maintenance expenditures for the Cooperative Cloud Seeding 
Program from the $1,170,000 authorized in the Fiscal Year 2020 IWRB budget to $1,225,000 to include 
fifty percent cost share with Idaho Power Company for a fourth aircraft for the Upper Snake River basin. 
 

2. Authorize expenditure of funds up to $25,000 for costs associated with the Benefits Analysis (BA), from 
the Program Development Activities funding set aside in the Fiscal Year 2020 IWRB budget. 
 

3. Authorize expenditure of funds not to exceed $700,000 through Fiscal Year 2021, including $500,000 as 
committed for funding in the Fiscal Year 2020 IWRB budget, for a 50% cost share of expenses for the 
purchase of a new High Performance Computing (HPC) system (hardware).  
 

4. Authorize expenditure of funds not to exceed $600,000 through fiscal year 2023, for a fifty percent (50%) 
cost share of expenses related to an extension on the 2017 SNOWIE project. 

 
Program Operational Costs: 

 
• Throughout the program’s development, a cost share of one-third each between the participating 

entities (IWRB, Idaho Power Company (IPC), and other water users) was implemented as an initial 
attempt to equitably distribute the costs of operating the program. Since its involvement, the IWRB has 
additionally provided a 50% cost share towards capital expenses to facilitate build out of the program and 
its various components.  To date, the majority of water user contributions for operations and 
maintenance costs have not met the “one-third” cost share objective but efforts are underway to clarify 
the benefits of additional runoff generated through cloud seeding and better define how program costs 
can be allocated.  
 

• The IWRB’s FY20 budget included costs for the addition of a 4th aircraft which was built into the O&M 
budget at a one-third cost share. IPC requests that, should the IWRB still wish to move forward with its 
commitment to a 4th aircraft, that they do so at a 50% cost share until a more appropriate division of 
funding can be determined. This commitment would increase the total O&M budget for FY20 by $55,000, 
the difference between a cost share of one-third and one-half. 
 

Benefits Analysis (BA) 
 

• In response to direction from the IWRB, staff has initiated a Benefits Analysis (BA) to in early 2019 to 
clarify the beneficiaries of additional water supply generated by cloud seeding snow augmentation 
activities.  IDWR’s hydrology staff and IPC’s atmospheric science and hydrology staff have also 
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participated in defining the scope and methodology to complete the analysis.  
 

• A detailed analysis that includes routing additional runoff to specific water users and a specific point of 
diversion will require considerable effort, additional data, and modeling tools.  It is estimated that this 
type of analysis will require one to two years to complete.   
 

• In the near-term, staff recommend completion of a higher-level analysis, aimed at identifying broad 
categories of water users who would potentially be the recipients of increased runoff, and can reasonably 
be completed in 3-5 months’ time. Potential routing of increased runoff for the level of analysis 
proposed, would consider benefits to one or more of the following categories: natural flow to users, 
storage to reservoirs, flows past Milner dam, and recharge. A presentation on the alternatives for the BAS 
will be presented by IDWR Hydrology staff at the July 2019 IWRB meeting.  
 

• The proposed high-level analysis will require obtaining a series of hydrographs for each of the targeted 

watersheds within the program, for select years between 2000 and the present. The development of the 
hydrographs is to be completed through a contract with Boise State University (BSU). The Hydrographs 
will then be analyzed by IDWR staff by routing increased streamflow based on the day of allocation. The 
cost for development of the selected hydrographs is estimated to be approximately $25,000. This cost 
includes a research technician, the University’s designated principal investigator (PI), and standard 
facilities and administrative costs as required by BSU.  

 
High Performance Co (HPC) system & Weather Research and Forecast – Cloud Seeding Model (WRF-CSM): 
 

• IPC has worked with the University of Arizona since 2010 to apply a hi-resolution Weather Research and 
Forecast (WRF) model to southern Idaho, and began working with the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR) in 2011 on the development of a cloud seeding module (WRF-CSM) that is integrated 
with the WRF.  The module has a number of objectives that include:  forecasting and guidance for 
seeding operations, retrospective (historic) simulations that can be used for project planning and design 
(including generator and aircraft placement and operations), and then estimate precipitation output 
resulting from cloud seeding by tracking snow accumulation with and without cloud seeding through a 
season. The accumulated snow can then be passed to a WRF-Hydro model (a distributed hydrologic 
model) to evaluate runoff benefits from cloud seeding. The WRF-Hydro model will be capable of 
providing unregulated benefits from target areas but won’t (initially) have the capability to simulate 
reservoir operations or route water supply to specific water user groups.  
 

• On August 30, 2017, the IWRB authorized funding of up to $1,470,000, to be spread out over a four-year 
period, for costs associated with the development of a WRF-CSM, and development of a WRF-Hydro 
model for the central mountains (Payette, Boise, and Wood basins) for use with the WRF-CSM. This 
model was to be developed by NCAR and housed under contract on an HPC owned by the University of 
Arizona (UOA). 
 

• The typical lifespan of an HPC ranges from 5-8 years; the HPC at UOA that currently operates the WRF-
CSM model is nearing the end of its lifespan ( years old) and will be decommissioned in 2020. This 
required IPC to seek alternative options for housing the WRF-CSM model, including alternative contract 
options. 
 

• With extensive support from NCAR and UOA, IPC determined the best option to be the purchase a new 
HPC, done collaboratively with Boise State University (BSU) and the Idaho National Laboratory (INL). BSU 
is facilitating the purchase of the HPC through a formal state bidding process, and IPC and INL will 
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contribute funding towards the purchase based on the number of cores each entity will use. The system 
will be housed at the Collaborative Computing Center (C3), on the INL Education Campus in Idaho Falls, 
ID. This facility is owned by the State of Idaho and leased to INL. 
 

• The size of the HPC being purchased is determined by the number of operational cores required to run 
the WRF, WRF-CSM and WRF-Hydro models at full capacity, as required during the cloud seeding season. 
When the system is not operating at full capacity, a portion of the total cores will be open for use. IPC 
anticipates these open cores will be available for other uses outside the season, and proposes to prorate 
the administrative costs for operation of the HPC accordingly.  
 

If supported by the IWRB, staff requests authorization for expenditure of the $500,000 committed in the Fiscal 
Year 2020 budget for expenses related to the purchase of the HPC. 
 
2017 SNOWIE Project Extension 
 

• Seeded and Natural Orographic Wintertime clouds - the Idaho Experiment (SNOWIE) was a 
comprehensive field campaign carried out in the Payette River basin in 2017, to investigate natural and 
seeded winter storms, and longstanding uncertainties regarding the effectiveness of orographic 
wintertime cloud seeding. The study included researchers from multiple universities, IPC, NCAR, the 
National Science Foundation (NSF), and the Center for Severe Weather Research (CSWR).  
 

• Two high impact, peer reviewed articles summarizing the findings of the SNOWIE project have been 
published to date; several others are in draft form. Authors have cited definitive evidence of the ability of 
winter time orographic cloud seeding to augment snowpack.  
 

• Over the past 2 years since the completion of the field portion, Principal Investigators (PI) have made 
considerable progress in analyzing the data from the SNOWIE effort, however there is significantly more 
to be learned from the continued analysis of data from the SNOWIE campaign, including information 
necessary to resolve issues with the WRF model, upon which the WRF-CSM model is based.  
 

• The original PI’s of the SNOWIE project are in the process of applying to NSF for additional funding to 
continue analyzing the data. In order to apply new findings to WRF, or the WRF-CSM, NCAR will need to 
continue its involvement in the project, and must be funded from sources other than NSF. As such, IPC 
would like to request that the IWRB make commitment to a fifty percent cost share in NCAR’s portion of 
the project costs. 
 

• The total cost share by the IWRB for funding contributions towards the continued SNOWIE project are 
estimated to be approximately $600,000, spread out over a 3-year period. While project funding will not 
be required until fiscal year 2021, the project proposals will need to be submitted in the summer of 2019. 
IPC wishes to formalize a commitment in the partnership of funding, before moving forward with the 
project’s funding proposal. The likelihood of NSF funding an extension project will depend on the continued 
support from non-federal partners, such as IPC and the IWRB.   
 

• Descriptions of the models and how they function with one another will be provided by IPC at the July 25, 
2019 IWRB Work Session 
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Summary of Proposed Budgetary Amendments 
 

• Increase the Cloud Seeding Operations and Maintenance budget for Fiscal Year 2020 by $55,0000 (from 
$1,170,000 to $1,2250,000 ) to cover costs associated with a fourth aircraft in the Upper Snake River 
basin.  

• Authorize the use of funds in the amount of $25,000 from the $200,000 committed for Program 
Development Activities in the IWRB Fiscal Year 2020 Budget to contract with BSU to generate 
hydrographs for a cloud seeding benefits analysis.  

• Authorize the expenditure of $500,000 of the total $700,000 for the capital costs related to the purchase 
of a new HPC.  

• Commit Funding in the amount of $600,000 for use beginning in Fiscal Year 2021, for a 50% cost share 
towards an extension of the SNOWIE project. Funds will require annual authorization from the IWRB, and 
be spread out over 3 years.   

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



Modeling for Cloud Seeding Operations 
and Benefit Estimation



Outline of Discussion Topics

• Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF)
• WRF Cloud Seeding Module (WRF CSM)
• SNOWIE and SNOWIE2
• WRF-HYDRO
• Combined system



Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) Model • State of the art, numerical weather 

prediction system developed by NCAR, 
NOAA, FAA and many others
– Designed to serve both atmospheric research 

and operational forecasting needs
• Utilized by NOAA for operational weather 

forecasting, lower resolution, 
• IPC runs a higher resolution version to 

support its operations
– IPC setup and was running WRF prior to

beginning development of WRF-CSM

WRF forecast
model

Temperature
Winds
Clouds
Precipitation
Etc…



Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) Model • Primary: temperature, wind, cloud, super 

cooled liquid water and precipitation 
forecasts
– Secondary: Soil moisture, incoming 

shortwave and longwave radiation,  specific 
humidity, etc…

• IPC Uses
– Operational Forecasts
– Studies/Research

• Examples of forecasts from data
– Cloud seeding operations
– Hydro forecast inputs
– Renewable energy forecasting

WRF forecast
model

Temperature
Winds
Clouds
Precipitation
Etc…



WRF Cloud Seeding Module (WRF-CSM)
Intent

• Combined, WRF and WRF-CSM provide real-time guidance to cloud-
seeding operations 
– Identify areas conducive to seeding
– Identify most effective time and duration to seed

• WRF and WRF-CSM used for benefit estimation and program design
– Utilize historic data sets to identify where cloud seeding operations are feasible

• When and to what extent cloud seeding feasible

– Utilize reanalysis data combined with information from actual operations to develop 
control and seeded meteorological inputs into hydrologic models to look at differences 
in runoff



WRF Cloud Seeding Module (CSM)

ASPEN: AgI Seeding ParamEterizatioN

Control 
forecast

NCAR 
ASPEN Seeding 

forecast

WRF forecast
model

NCAR 
WASCA

WRF “Control” forecast + NCAR WASCA + NCAR ASPEN = Seeding Forecast

1) WRF model creates a “control” (no 
seeding) weather forecast

2) NCAR WASCA inputs the control 
weather forecast and identifies 
opportunities for cloud seeding

3) If seeding opportunities are predicted, a 
second forecast that simulates cloud 
seeding is generated using the NCAR 
ASPEN
 ASPEN simulates the release, 

transport, and microphysics of AgI: 
from ice nucleation to growth into 
snow and fallout to the ground 

WRF Model

WRF-CSM

WASCA: Wintertime AgI Seeding Case-calling Algorithm



Status of CSM Development
• WASCA 

– Compares well with human forecaster decisions on selection of seedable and non-seedable 
systems*

– Provides valuable information to human forecasters and been shown to effectively help guide 
seeding operations

• ASPEN 
– Simulates both ground and/or airborne seeding operations*
– Provides visual depiction of areal cloud seeding affects during operations to help guide 

operations*

• WRF-CSM 
– Combined, WASCA and Aspen runs automatically with the WRF model to

provide operational guidance

* Results from SNOWIE



DOW Radar Reflectivity IOP6

French et al. (2018) and Tessendorf et al. (2019)

Key SNOWIE Findings SNOWIE
Airborne seeding produces ice and snow initiation in 
clouds with supercooled liquid water (SLW)

Under the right conditions, we can see clear signatures 
of this process on radar and with in situ measurements.

Note: Ongoing work with the SNOWIE data is showing 
similar snow production within existing precipitation, it 
is just not as clear to observe on the radar.

Snow gauge data and radar data can be used to estimate the impact of 
airborne cloud seeding on snow reaching the ground in these cases with 
clear seeding signatures

The ability of the WRF model with ASPEN to simulate the impacts of seeding 
is sensitive to the amount of SLW and ice produced by naturally occurring ice 
nuclei in the WRF model, as well as how the WRF with ASPEN disperses AgI

Under some conditions, the WRF model is not simulating the correct amount 
of SLW and ice



Operational enhancements from SNOWIE

1. More aggressively target areas that meet seeding criteria but are not 
currently precipitating  

2. A better understanding of where precipitation from cloud seeding is 
falling out, more effecting targeting

3. Aircraft positioning for optimum effectiveness
4. Reduced “false alarms”, launching an aircraft when conditions are not 

optimal for cloud seeding operations



WRF/WRF CSM Future Work (SNOWIE2)

1. Natural ice production in the WRF model
2. Production of proper amounts of SLW in the WRF model
3. Improved AgI dispersion in the WRF and ASPEN
4. Ensemble modeling approach for precipitation benefit 

estimation

SNOWIE findings highlight four areas of future work:



WRF-HYDRO

1. Hydrologic model designed to capture major water cycle components such as precipitation, soil 
moisture, snowpack, groundwater, streamflow, inundation

2. Streamflow prediction across scales (headwater catchments to basins & minutes to seasons) 

3. IPC Original Plan: Calibrate and evaluate 3 basins in the central mountains to determine if viable 
system to meet our needs. 
• If proven useable, expand across Snake River Basin. 
• If not proven useable, no expansion and not out the cost to develop the entire system.



Current

Statistical 
Target 

Control 
Analysis

IPC River 
Forecast 
System 

(modified 
NWS RFS)

Control 
forecast

NCAR 
ASPEN Seeding 

forecast

WRF forecast
model

NCAR 
WASCA

Cloud Seeding 
Operations

SRPM
Accounting 

Model

Historic and current 
year SNOTEL data from 

within and out of 
target areas

Estimated basin 
seasonal percent 

increase in 
precipitation

Historic streamflow, 
precipitation and 
temperature data

Historic and 
augmented streamflow 
developed by IPC-RFS 
reflecting natural flow 
and augmented flow

Current conditions from weather 
stations, satellite, radar, etc…



Future

Control 
forecast

NCAR 
ASPEN Seeding 

forecast

WRF forecast
model

NCAR 
WASCA

WRF-
HYDRO

Current Near term Future

Cloud Seeding 
Operations and 

Planning

Resource 
Management 

Model

Accounting 
Model

Current conditions from weather 
stations, satellite, radar, etc…





Cloud Seeding Benefits Analysis

Presented by:  Matt Anders

Date:  7/25/2019

IDAHO Department of
Water Resources



Benefits Analysis Summary

• Determine who receives increased runoff from cloud seeding.

• Natural flow water users

• Reservoir storage spaceholders

• Recharge

• Spill past Milner

• Provide independent analysis

• Multiple years between 2000-Present

2



Benefit Analysis – Detailed

3

Increased Snowpack

Source:  Idaho Power

Beneficiaries

Source:  IDWR Water 

Right Accounting

Increased Streamflow

Source:  ?

Modified System Operations

Source:  ?

Completion:  1-2 years



Benefit Analysis – High Level

4

Increased Snowpack

Source:  Idaho Power

Beneficiaries

Source: IDWR Manual 

Analysis

Increased Streamflow

Source:  ?

Completion:  3-5 months



Benefit Analysis – High Level Concept

5

Day of 
Allocation

• Increased streamflow   =   streamflow with cloud seeding   - streamflow without cloud seeding

• Assign increased streamflow from cloud seeding to:

 Natural Flow to Users

 Storage in Reservoirs

 Spill Past Milner

 Recharge

Natural Flow 

to Users

Storage in Reservoirs

Recharge

Spill Past Milner



6

Questions?

Matt Anders

(208) 287-4932

Matt.Anders@idwr.idaho.gov



High Performance Computing



R3 High Performance Computing (HPC)

• Size determined based upon what will be needed to complete 
expected cloud seeding operations and cloud seeding research.
– Determined through consultation with researchers at the National Center for 

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the University of Arizona (UA). 
• NCAR developed all the WRF models and has extensive experience utilizing the models in research 

activities 
• UA program manager is the only person to have operationally run the NCAR WRF-CSM. 

– Operational: ~1680 cores , Research: ~1680 cores
Used to run a suite of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) models {Atmospheric, Cloud 
Seeding, and Hydrology} and Resource Management Models for operations, research and study 
activities related to cloud seeding . 

• Operated as part of a larger combined system with BSU
– Hosted at the INL C3 facility (state built)



R3 High Performance Computing (HPC)

• Combined configuration reduces operational costs

• Estimated IWRB Equipment and Admin Costs

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024
Equipment 500,000 200,000

Admin  65,000 65,000 34,000

*Admin costs for FY2020 and FY2021 are captured in the WRF-CSM project



R3 High Performance Computing (HPC)

Cloud Seeding Season 
(Oct 15 - Apr 15)

Non-Cloud Seeding 
Season ( Apr 15 - Oct 15)

Cloud Seeding Related Time 100% x 6 months 10% x 6 months
Non Cloud Seeding Related Time 0% x 6 months 90% x 6 months

Cloud Seeding Related Time 90% x 6 months 90% x 6 months
Non Cloud Seeding Related Time 10% x 6 months 10% x 6 months

Total Months* ~% usage 
Cloud Seeding Related 11 6 17 70%
Non- Cloud Seeding Related 1 6 7 30%

* Total months = 12 months X 2 systems (Operations and Research) = 24 months
** Based upon currently expected cloud seeding operations and research

Estimated Annual HPC % usage

HPC Operations Cores

HPC Research Cores

Combined
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BEFORE THE IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
   
  
IN THE MATTER OF AQUIFER STABILIZATION 
AND CLOUD SEEDING IN THE UPPER SNAKE, 
WOOD, AND BOISE RIVER BASINS 

 
RESOLUTION TO APPROVE FUNDS FOR THE 
COOPERATIVE CLOUD SEEDING PROGRAM 

 
WHEREAS, House Bill 547, passed and approved by the 2014 legislature, allocates $5,000,000 annually 1 

from the Cigarette Tax to the Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) for statewide aquifer stabilization, with the funds 2 
to be deposited into the Secondary Aquifer Planning, Management, and Implementation Fund; and 3 

 4 
WHEREAS, cloud seeding was identified as a strategy in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Comprehensive 5 

Management Plan (ESPA CAMP) for which stabilization and recovery of the ESPA is a principal goal, and was 6 
identified as a strategy in the draft Treasure Valley Comprehensive Management Plan; and  7 

 8 
 WHEREAS, a well-managed cloud seeding program can increase winter snowpack and thereby increase 9 
surface water runoff by as much as 10%, resulting in more surface water for all uses, including aquifer management 10 
projects, and less supplemental ground water pumping; and 11 
 12 
 WHEREAS, an existing water user and county-led cloud seeding program has been in place in the Upper 13 
Snake River Basin for decades and a similar water user led program has existed in the Boise River Basin that has 14 
resulted in increased runoff; and 15 
 16 
 WHEREAS, the Idaho Power Company (IPC) established a remote-operated “Pilot Program” and brought its 17 
operational experience gained from its Payette River Basin program to the ESPA as a result of the ESPA CAMP.  The 18 
two cloud seeding programs in the Upper Snake River Basin are currently operating in parallel and cooperate on 19 
operational matters; and 20 
 21 
 WHEREAS, water users in the Boise River and the Wood River Basins agreed to share in the operation and 22 
maintenance costs of a collaborative cloud seeding program with IPC, which includes the use of remote ground-23 
based generators and aircraft; and 24 
 25 
 WHEREAS, discussions between IPC, the IWRB and water users resulted in the creation of a Cooperative 26 
Cloud Seeding Program (Program) to expand IPC’s cloud seeding operations in the Upper Snake River Basin and 27 
establish IPC run programs in the Boise River Basin, and Wood River Basin with support from the IWRB and water 28 
users; and 29 

 30 
WHEREAS, while a comprehensive and versatile cloud seeding program includes aircraft and ground based 31 

generators, the use of aircraft is particularly effective for increasing snowpack because it can be used to target 32 
specific storms; the IWRB and IPC currently share the costs associated with three aircraft which perform cloud 33 
seeding in the Boise, Wood River, and Upper Snake River basins; and 34 

 35 
WHEREAS, to further enhance the Cooperative Cloud Seeding Program’s operational capabilities in the 36 

Upper Snake River Basin, and to take advantage of appropriate storms that may pass through the region, the IWRB 37 
and IPC have discussed adding a fourth aircraft to provide two aircraft dedicated to this basin specifically; and  38 
  39 

WHEREAS, the IWRB’s annual budget for the Cooperative Cloud Seeding Program’s operations and 40 
maintenance for Fiscal Year 2020 authorized expenditures of up to $1.17 million, which included one third of 41 
expenses related to the operation of a fourth aircraft to be dedicated to the Upper Snake River Basin; and 42 
 43 

WHEREAS, IPC has requested, should both parties agree to contract a fourth aircraft, the IWRB contribute 44 
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fifty percent of the costs until an analysis of benefits to various water users resulting from cloud seeding snow 45 
augmentation activities has been completed, and a more appropriate division of funding between IPC, IWRB, and 46 
other water users can be determined.  A commitment of fifty percent of the costs would increase the total authorized 47 
expenditures for operations and maintenance from $1.170 to $1.225 million; and 48 

 49 
WHEREAS, in 2017, IPC proposed to contract with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), 50 

Boise State University (BSU), and University of Arizona (UOA) to develop a model known as the Weather Research 51 
and Forecasting Cloud Seeding Module (WRF-CSM) to enhance cloud seeding by providing improved forecasting and 52 
guidance for cloud seeding operations, simulations for project planning, and to estimate cloud seeding benefits by 53 
tracking snow accumulation with and without cloud seeding; and 54 
  55 

WHEREAS, on August 30, 2017, the IWRB authorized expenditures for reimbursement to IPC for up to fifty 56 
percent of actual costs towards the development of the WRF-CSM; estimated at the time to be $2.94 million. This 57 
funding was authorized for expenditures through calendar year 2020, in an amount not to exceed $1.47 million, 58 
subject to availability of annual appropriations; and 59 

 60 
WHEREAS, due to the computing capacity requirements of the WRF and WRF-CSM, a high performance 61 

computing (HPC) system is required for its operation, and each HPC holds a life span of approximately five to eight 62 
years. Throughout the developmental process, the WRF-CSM has been housed under contract on an HPC owned by 63 
UOA, which is nearing the end of its lifecycle and will not be replaced. The acquisition of a new HPC will be required 64 
to operate the WRF-CSM model; and 65 

 66 
WHEREAS, IPC, after consideration of multiple contract options, has chosen to collaborate with BSU and 67 

the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) to purchase a new HPC. The purchase costs will be divided based on the 68 
proportionate operational capacity dedicated to each user, or the total number of “cores” each party will receive; 69 
and 70 

 71 
WHEREAS, BSU will procure the new HPC through a formal state bidding process and it will be physically 72 

housed at the Collaborative Computing Center (C3) on the INL Education Campus in Idaho Falls, ID; and 73 
 74 
 WHEREAS, the capital expenses related to the purchase of the HPC are $1.4 million and IPC has requested 75 
a fifty percent cost share commitment by the IWRB, or an estimated $700,000.  76 
 77 

WHEREAS, the IWRB, through its Fiscal Year 2020 Budget Resolution, allocated $500,000 towards the total 78 
capital costs of a new HPC, but required additional approval by IWRB resolution to authorize expenditures for the 79 
budgeted purpose; and 80 
   81 

WHEREAS, IPC, throughout the continued development of the WRF-CSM and verification of field data 82 
collected during the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded SNOWIE 2017 project, has identified significant issues 83 
related to the data inputs with the WRF model upon which the WRF-CSM is based. Further research and analysis 84 
based on the SNOWIE 2017 data are required to resolve these issues; and 85 

 86 
WHEREAS, an NSF grant proposal to partially fund extended research on the SNOWIE 2017 project is being 87 

drafted by NCAR in partnership with IPC.  This proposal, “SNOWIE 2”, is intended to address the limitations of the 88 
WRF model at an estimated cost of $1.12M, an amount equal to half of the total project costs, which must be funded 89 
by a non-federal project partner.  IPC is prepared to fund fifty percent of the non-federal project costs and requests 90 
the IWRB contribute the remaining fifty percent; and 91 

 92 
WHEREAS, the IWRB directed staff to evaluate the benefits of additional runoff generated through cloud 93 

seeding by quantifying the distribution of the increased in water supply (benefits analysis). IDWR staff, in 94 
consultation with IPC, proposes to evaluate these benefits using hydrographs with and without cloud seeding to 95 
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represent potential additional runoff resulting from cloud seeding in the Boise, Wood, and Upper Snake River basins, 96 
followed by a routing analysis to identify beneficiaries of the estimated additional runoff.  97 

 98 
WHEREAS, IDWR staff propose to contract with BSU to develop the basin hydrographs for use in the routing 99 

analysis at an estimated cost of $25,000; and 100 
 101 
WHEREAS, the IWRB, through its Fiscal Year 2020 Budget Resolution, committed funding for program 102 

development activities in an amount up to $200,000, subject to further authorization by IWRB resolution; and     103 
 104 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the IWRB authorizes expenditures not to exceed $25,000 from the 105 
Secondary Aquifer Planning, Management, and Implementation Fund, for expenses related to the development of 106 
hydrographs to be used in a benefits analysis.  107 

 108 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the IWRB authorizes expenditures not to exceed $1.225 million from the 109 

Secondary Aquifer Planning, Management, and Implementation Fund in Fiscal Year 2020 for operations and 110 
maintenance expenditures for the Cooperative Cloud Seeding Program, which includes fifty percent of the expenses 111 
for a fourth aircraft. 112 

 113 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the IWRB authorizes expenditures not to exceed $500,000 from the 114 

Secondary Aquifer Planning, Management, and Implementation Fund for capital expenses related to the acquisition 115 
of a new HPC in Fiscal Year 2020, and authorizes expenditures not to exceed a total of $700,000 through Fiscal Year 116 
2021, and subject to the availability of annual appropriations.   117 
 118 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the IWRB authorizes expenditures not to exceed not to exceed a total of 119 
$600,000 through Fiscal Year 2023, from the Secondary Aquifer Planning, Management, and Implementation Fund 120 
for expenses related to the SNOWIE extension project, subject to the availability of annual appropriations.  121 
 122 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the IWRB authorizes its chairman or designee, Brian Patton, Executive Officer 123 
to the IWRB, to execute the necessary agreements or contracts for the authorized expenditures and IWRB program 124 
participations outlined in the above resolutions.  125 

 
 
DATED this 26th day Of July, 2019. 

 
 
____________________________________ 
ROGER W. CHASE, Chairman 
Idaho Water Resource Board 

 
 
 
ATTEST ___________________________________ 

    VINCE ALBERDI, Secretary      
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Memorandum  
To:  Idaho Water Resource Board  

From:  Neeley Miller, Planning & Projects Bureau 

Date:  July 17, 2019 

Re:  Henrys Fork Village HOA Stream Alternation Approval 

Action: Consider resolution to approve Henrys Fork Village HOA private stream access project  

 
Background 
 
The Henrys Fork Comprehensive Basin Plan (“Plan”) was adopted by the Idaho Water Resource 
Board (IWRB) in 1992 and approved by the legislature in 1993.  Approximately 200 miles of the 
basin’s 3,000 miles of streams was designated as state-recreational-river or state-natural-river 
under the Plan.  
 
 The Plan designates the reach of the Henrys Fork from Island Park Dam to Riverside Campground 
(16 miles) as a recreational river and prohibits stream channel alterations except those necessary 
to maintain and improve existing utilities, roadways, diversion works, fishery enhancement 
facilities and managed stream access facilities; for maintenance of private property; for new 
diversion works; and for public agencies to construct fishery enhancement facilities and public 
access facilities. 
 
The Plan also specifies that new private stream access facilities may be allowed with approval by 
the Idaho Water Resource Board.   
 
Proposed Alteration 
 
Henrys Fork HOA proposes to provide private river access to HOA members by installing two mobile 
piers (4’x16’) to include a (6’x6’) “T” at the end of each pier.  These mobile piers will be installed 
each spring and removed each fall. 
 
IDWR Stream Channel Alternation staff have reviewed the proposed project and have indicated 
they will issue permits for the project pending IWRB approval.  IWRB staff recommends approval 
of this project. 
 
Attachment(s): 
Stream Channel Permit 21-20108 Henrys Fork Village HOA 
Resolution 
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JOINT APPLICATION FOR PERMITS Departmentof Water Resources
Eastern Region

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS - IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES - TDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS

Authoritiea: The Departnent of Army Corps of Engineers (Gorps), ldaho Departnent of Water Resources (IDWR), and ldaho Depatment of Lands (lDL) established a joini
process for activities impacting jurisdictiond uateruays that require review and/or 4proval of both the Corps and State of ldaho. Departnent of Army pamits are required by
Section 10 of the Rivers & Harbors Act of 1899 for any shucture(s) or trcrk in o affecting navigable waters of the United States and by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act for
the discharge of dredged or fill materials into rnaters of the United States, including adjacent wedands. State permits ae required under the State of ldaho, Stream Protection
Act $itle 42, Chapter 38, ldaho Code and Ld<e Protection Act (Section 58, Chapter 13 d seq., ldaho Code). ln additjon the informalion will be used to determine compliance
with Section 401 of the Clean Water Act by the 4propriate State, Tribal or Federal entity.

the requested information may delay processing and issuance of the appropriate permit orauthorization. Applicant will need to Eerd a completed applicalion, along wlth
one (l) cet of leglble, black and whlte (8%"x11"), reproducible drawlngs that illustrate the locatlon and character of the proposed project I activities to both the
Corps and the State of ldaho.

See lnstructlon Guide for assistance with Application. Accurate submission of requested information can prevent delays in reviewing and permitting your application.
Drawings including vicinity maps, plan-view and section-view draudngs must be submitted on 8-1/2 x 1 1 papers.

Do not start work until you have received all required permits fiom both the Corps and the State of ldaho

USACE

NWW.

Date Received:

h- tl, -, b,t f lncomplete Application Returned
Date Retumed:

ldaho Departnent of Water Resources

No.Zl-tpto8
Date Received: f, Fee Received

DATE:

Receipt No.:

ldaho Depatment of Lands

No.

Date Recdved: I Fee Received

DATE:

Receipt No.;

1. CONTACT INFORfIIATION . APPLICANT Required: I z. coHrecr rNFoRuATtoN . AGENT:

INCOMPLETEAPPLICANTS MAY NOT BE PROCESSED

*"'' ?qt". V t ,l l. a Name:

(awr oBar 
be<

<. Qobbr^s C

t Fxe Vi l^ E, HOA
Mailing Addressl

4.\l't b Fo"t-Vi[\.
Company:

*eurr 8- H'A
Address:Mailinq

tI3
t'o'I. 

[o*d'P^ot.
State:

Eb
Zo Code:

g3&r11 t.t*nA D'k State:I \
Zip Gode:

8;312q
Phone Number prrctr& rrca cdeli

350 r+Tl -Laql tioi $a @e*i,t.o^
Phone Number 1,i,ctu& erea code)'.

e\-541- u+t it.u;"nt r@6mzirloaw,
3 PRoJEcTNAt\4EorTlTLE: H F\/ 

-PfgC 
S 4. PROJECTSTREETADDRESS:

5. PROJECTCOUNTY:

Fcev,no*lr
6. PROJECTCI

T<,tsv,A
TY:

Ta< K-
7. PROJECTZIPCODE:

43+?*q,,
8. NEAREST WATERWAYMATERBODY:

Lteurrl's F (k
9. TAXPARCELID#: 10. LATITUDE:r{t" gV 4g f I

LoNGTTUDE:ill.40S+ L+
11a. 114. 1 1b. 11c. SECTION:,,7 I1d. TOWNSHIP: 11e RANGE:

1 2a. ESTIITIATED START DATE:

+laal;q
12b, ESTIMATED END DATE:

+laeh<
13a. lS PROJECT LOCATED WITHIN ESTABLISHED TRIBAL RESERVATION BOUNDARTES?

X *o n YFs Tribe:

13b, rs PROJECT LOCATED tN LTSTED ESAAREA? x ruo E yES 13c,tSPROJECTLOCATEDON/NEARHTSTORICALStTEr fi ruo n ves

'14. DIRECTIONS TO PROJECT SITE: lnclude vicinity map with legible crossroads, street numbers, namqs, landmarls.
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4+,451'zz - tll,tlo:1 s+z
15. PURPOSE and NEED: fl Commerciat I lndustriat I Ruoric $ erivate f Otrer

Describethereaso,nupurposeofyourprcject;includeabriefdescriptionoftheoverallproject. ContinuetoBlock't6todetaileachraorkactivityandoverallproject.

To gcovtde ! rv€r h(c€s9 *o mernnbers o4tha Herrryb FocH Vl(lse HOA-iinz 
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sources, di$osal locations etc.. , t t

P.^t',*p\aca **.,o r,'rDkr\€ !rer5 4tXtU \prtrctn-Je

G' x b' fr*rl cr+ etnd c, e ea.ch li.1 , $a,vrq rl4a6,\. p,"rs,
thel -,\t b e lrne{a\leA eo.h S pt,,",g 4\^'A szcn eue d

€ac[. Fo [[ "

17, DESCRIBE ALTERNATIVES CONSIOERED to AVOID or MEASURES TAKEN to MINIMIZE and/ or COMPENSATE for IMPACTS to WATERS of the UNITED STATES, INCLUDING

WETLAND$: See lnshuction Guide for specific delails.

*o zno 4c:l +'(\^rrn lftA I ,*f 4ttdttr . ,esorrf(e-S.

copy of your proposed mitigation plan

No"lr "( Ptt "a 6le.

19. TYPEandQUANTITYofMATERIAL(S)tobedischargedbelowtheordinaryhighwater
mark and/or r,rollands:

Dirt or Topsoil:

Dredged Material.

Clean Sand:

ClaY:

Gavel, Rock, or Stone:

Concrete:

.
/
---

,.

cubic yards

cubic yards

cubic yards

cubic yards

cubic yards

cubic yards

cubic yards

cubic yards

Other (describe):

Other (destribe;

Doe**Ah <p7\y
TOTAL: cubic yards

20. WPE and QUANTIW of impacls to wators of the United Staies, including wetlands:

Filling: _ acres

Backfill & Beddino. acres

Land Clearing: 

- 

acres

Dredging: 

- 

acres

Flooding: 

- 

acres

Excavation: 

- 

acrss

Draining: 

- 

acres

sqlt._ cubicyards

sq lt. _ cubic yards

sq ft. _ cubic yards

sq ft. _ cubic yards

sqft. _ cubicyards

sq ft _ cubic yards

sq ft. _ cubic yards

sq ft. _ cubic yards_ acres

Yoet v"pt 6rplJ
ToTALS: acres 

- 

sq ft.- cubic yards

Olher:



lf yes, describe ALL work that has occurred including dates.21, HAVE ANY WORK ACTIVITIES STARTED ON THIS PROJECT? M*o Ivrs

22, LISTALL PREVIOUSLY ISSUED PERMITAUTHORIZATIONS:

Nlone-

ZS I VeS Alteration(s) are localed on Public Trusl Lands, Administered by ldaho Departmenl of Landr NL O
24. SIZE AND FLOW CAPACITY OF BRIDGE/CULVERT and DRAINAGE AREA SERVED: Square Miles elr cr tca"b\Q
25. IS PROJECT LOCATED IN A MAPPED FLOODWAY? NO YES 11 y65, contact the lloodplain administrator in the local government lvisdiction in whioh the project is
located. A and a No*ise be

property, must obtain a Section 401 Water Quality Certification (WQC) lrom the appropriate vater qualily certifying government sntity.
Sae lnstruction Guide for fufther clarffication and all mntact informalion.

The followtng information is requested by IDEQ and/or EPA concerning the proposed impacls to raater quality and anfi-degradation:

L_l NO DEJ YES lsapplicantwilling toassumethattheaffectedwaterbody is high qualily?

M NO lJ YES Does applicant have water quality data relevant lo determining whether the affected ualerbody is high qualily or not?

U NO tll YES ls the applicant willing to collect the data needed lo determtne whether the affected waterbody is high quality or not?

of vlator quality. All feasible alternatives should be constdered - treatment or otherwise. Select an allernative which will minimize degrading waler quality

U r\t wot < Ff".* u,dt+.. qua"\t{..1

401 Certification water cerlificalion nseded lo

27. LIST EACH l['lPACT to stream, river, lake, reservoir, including shoreline: A'ttach site map wrth each impact location.

Aclivity Name of Water Body
lntermitient

Perennial

Descriplion of lmpacl
and Dimensions

lmpact Length

Linear Feet

Piec heqc{'r F}r l.i Irr*erwr{k{ , Terlparc.I6vpftct6 fpa,rt of p1a1- b FeeJ
rt It 1( l( rt (t tt rl t( lL€.et

ftIwy.n. n4 pr€(5 *e71sona\[q fo,.-rose],irito river TOTAL STREAM IMPACTS (Linear Feet): 32{e€t
28. LIST EACH WETLAND IMPACT include mechanized clearing, fill excavation, flood, drainage, etc. Attach sile map wilh each impact localion.

Activity
Wetland Type:

Emergen{, Forested, Scrub/Shrub

Distance lo

Water Body
/lihaar *\

Description of lmpact

Purpose: road crosing, compound, culvert, etc.

lmpact Length

(acres, square ft
linaar f+

t'tot op?t', ccnb\a TOTAL WETLAND IMPACTS (Square Feet):
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29, ADJACENT PROPERry OWNERS NOTIFICATION REQUIREM: Provide contact information of ALL adjacent proporty owners below.

Name:L46srl ?at (.<f

MaitingAddress; ?.0" Bg/X \83

city:T5 \a* A Ta*f-

t*T Yff'3'ryfl': 7z E 4 Emair: 
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J affse,ftrtd-\ loi 
"!@Yhoc-' 

c o w
E-mail:Phone Number 1,i"i,# aa code):

'\to*$912 -{d.t1/+

t'tame: f rrrf \vr r A \<\ r,.rg h or vr

Mairins Address: 3\\q degf Ra bb rt s (r
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il4ailing Address:

Phone Numbef tirc h)& area code)'.
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City:

E+nail:

State: Zip Code:

Mailing Address:

Phone Number r,i-r& am cod6.):

Name:

ci$:

E-mail:

State: Zp Code:

Mailing Address:

Phone Number ti-1, de crea codo)

Name:

cig:

E+nail:

Statq Zp Code:

Mailing Address:

Phone Number r,*tu& arcd cde)'.

Name:

E+nail:

State: Zp Code:

30. SIGNATURES: STATEMENT OF AUTHORIAZATION / CERTIFICATION OF AGENT / ACCESS

Appl'tcation is herehy made for permit, or permits, to authorize the wo* descihed in this application and all supporting documeftation. I certify that the

information in this application is complete and accurate. I further certify that / possess the authoity to undertake the wol< described herein; or am acting

as the duly authorized agent of the applicaft (Block 2). I herehy grant he agencies to which this application is made, the ight to access/came upon the

above4escibed location(s)to inspectthe proposed and completed worVactivities.

This application must be signed by the person who desires to undertake the proposod activity AND signed by a duly authorized agent (see Block 1, 2,

30). Further,lSUSCSectionl00lprovideslhal:"Whoever,inanymannerwilhinthejurisdictionof anydepaftmentoftheUnrtedSfafesknowinglyand

willfully falsifies, conceals, or coverc up any tr'rck, scheme, or disgurses a material fact or makes any false, fictitious, or ftaudulent statements or

representations or makes or uses any false writing or doaument knowing same to contain any false, frctitious or fraudulent statements or entry, shall be

fined not more trtan $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years or both" .

I \Date:

6

Si gn atu re of Appli c ant: Q-rT.,.,^t V

Signature of Agent: Date:

q

tI
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Resolution No. ________________ Page 1 
 

BEFORE THE IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
   
  
IN THE MATTER OF THE HENRYS FORK 
STREAM CHANNEL ALTERATION PERMIT No. 
21-20108 
 

 
RESOLUTION TO APPROVE STREAM 
ALTERATION  

 
WHEREAS, in 1992 the Idaho Water Resource Board adopted the Henrys Fork 1 

Comprehensive Basin Plan and the Plan specifies that alterations to stream channel for new 2 
private stream access facilities may be allowed with approval by the Idaho Water Resource 3 
Board; and 4 
 5 
 WHEREAS, the Henrys Fork Village HOA is planning a new private stream access project 6 
to provide river access to HOA members through the seasonal installation of two (4’x16’) 7 
mobile piers to include a (6’x6’) “T” at the end of each pier;  and 8 
 9 
 WHEREAS, Joint Application for Permit to Alter a Stream Channel, No. 21-20108 was 10 
filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources for this project; and 11 
 12 
 WHEREAS, IDWR Stream Channel Alteration staff have reviewed the project and have 13 
indicated they will issue the permit for the project pending IWRB approval; and 14 
 15 
  NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board hereby approves the Henrys 16 
Fork Village HOA private stream access project as filed with the Department through Permit No. 17 
21-20108. 18 
 19 

 
DATED this 26th day of July, 2019. 

 
 
____________________________________ 
ROGER W. CHASE, Chairman 
Idaho Water Resource Board 

 
 
 
ATTEST ___________________________________ 

    VINCE ALBERDI, Secretary      
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MEMO 
 

To:  Idaho Water Resource Board 

From:  Mat Weaver 

Date: July 17, 2009 

 

RE: Administrative Rules Reauthorization Update 

 

Introduction 

 

This memo serves to update the Idaho Water Resource Board (“Board”) on the current 

progress and next steps associated with the reauthorization of the Board’s and Idaho 

Department of Water Resources’ (“Department”) administrative rules as temporary and 

proposed rules.  No action is requested of the Board at this time. 

 

Administrative Rules Reauthorization Status Update - Outline 

 

1. Review of current rules publication 

 

a. On June 19, 2019, a special edition of the Idaho Administrative Bulletin 

reauthorized rules that were deemed necessary to protect public health, 

safety, and welfare or to confer a benefit.  Each rule docket was 

published as temporary and proposed rule concurrently.   

 

b. The Board’s and Department’s rules were include in the June 19 

publication. 

 

c. The Board/Department’s temporary rules became effective on July 1, 

2019, and will continue in effect through the end of the 2020 legislative 

session. 

 

d. The Board/Department allowed some rules to expire in whole or in part.  

Refer to the attached Rules Publication Summary.   

 

e. Rules were published in Administrative Bulletin Vol. 19-6SE: 

https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/2019/06SE.pdf 

 

f. Following publication of Bulletin 19-6SE, the public has 14 Days to 

request a public hearing (I.C. §67-52222(2)). 

 

g. Following publication of Bulleting 19-6SE, the public has 21 days to 

submit written comments (I.C. §67-52222(1)). 
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2. Written Comments – Due to the Board/Department by July 10, 2019 

 

a. IDAPA 30.03.07 Stream Channel Alteration Rules 

i. ICL Submitted comments (see attached) 

ii. Rule 70 currently limits the parties that request a hearing to the 

“applicant” 

iii. ICL proposes amending Rule 70 to include “aggrieved person” 

 

b. IDAPA 37.03.09 Well Construction Standards Rules 

i. Bottle Bay Recreation Water & Sewer Dist. (See attached) 

ii. Amend rules to require IDWR notify adjacent land owners when a 

well drilling permit is issued to an adjacent land parcel 

iii. Bottle Bay proposes amending Rule 40 or Rule 45 to require 

notice to adjacent land owners 

 

3. Public Hearing Requests – Due to IDWR by July 3, 2019 

 

a. IDWR received 11 timely requests as summarized in the following table 

 

Tracking 

# 

County Date 

Received 

Time Received Transmittal 

Method 

Affected Rules 

1 Bonner County 7/1/2019 11:19 AM Fax 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

2 Fremont County 7/2/2019 8:39 AM Email 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

3 Idaho County 7/3/2019 8:34 AM Email 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

4 Bonner County (2) 7/3/2019 10:00 AM Mail 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

5 Shoshone County 7/3/2019 11:55 AM Email 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

6 Shoshone County (2) 7/3/2019 1:56 PM Fax 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

7 Jefferson County 7/3/2019 3:36 PM Fax 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

8 Ada County 7/3/2019 5:25 PM Email ?? 

9 Ada County / Canyon 

County 

7/3/2019 5:37 PM Email ?? 

10 Kootenai County 7/3/2018 6:05 PM Email ?? 

11 Elmore County 7/5/2019 10:00 AM Mail 37.02.01; 37.03.07 

 

 

4. Public Hearing Schedule 

 

a. Coeur d’Alene Hearing – Wednesday September 11, 2019 

i. Venue – Kootenai County Building (tentative) 

ii. Coordinators: Mat Weaver, IWRB Member Dale Van Stone 

 

b. Idaho Falls – Monday September 23, 2019 

i. Venue – TBD 
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ii. Coordinators: Mat Weaver, IWRB Chairman Roger Chase  

 

c. Boise – Thursday September 26, 2019 

i. Venue – IDWR State Office, 6th Floor Conference Rooms 

ii. Coordinators: Mat Weaver, IWRB Member Al Barker 

 

d. The public is allowed to testify and submit written comments at the 

Public Hearings. 

 

e. Final Notice of Public Hearings will be published in an Administrative 

Bulletin no later than July 30, 2019. 

 

5. Next Steps 

 

a. The Board/Department received a memo from the Division of Financial 

Management (“DFM”) on July 11, 2019, titled “Process to Finalize 

Pending Rules for Reauthorization Effort.”  (See attached).  The July 11 

memo guides the Board/Department in its rule reauthorization process 

through the adoption of pending rules. 

 

b. DFM intends to publish a special edition of the Administrative Bulletin to 

adopt pending rules on November 20, 2019. 

 

c. The Board/Department is required to have completed Notice Forms to 

DFM for publication  of its pending rules no later than October 16, 2019 

i. Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Pending Rules 

ii. Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Pending Fee Rule 

 

d. Prior to adoption of its pending rules, IDWR must consider fully all 

written and oral submissions respecting its proposed rules (I.C. §67-

5224). 

 

e. Similar to the June publication, the Board is required to adopt a 

resolution in a public meeting authorizing the publication of its rules as 

pending rules.  The Board may need to schedule an additional Board 

meeting following the last public hearing (Sept. 26) and the Pending Rules 

Publication Notice submittal date (Oct. 16). 

 

f. As its primary form of public communication, the Department will 

continue to coordinate with the Idaho Water Users Association’s 

legislative committee to keep the water user community and the public 

apprised of its progress. 
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g. Similar to the process to date, the Board/Department cannot add rules 

concurrently with the publication of the pending rule, however, they can 

eliminate or vacate a proposed rule based on public comment. 

 

h. Present Pending Rules to the Senate Resources and Environment 

Committee and the House Resources and Conservation Committee 

during the 2020 Legislative Session. 

 

i. Future negotiated rulemaking in further pursuit of the Red Tape 

Reduction Act. 

i. Review the Rules Summary of Fate Table (see attached). 

ii. Prioritizing and scheduling future negotiated rulemaking. 



Rules Publication Summary - IDAPA 37 Administrative Rules (https://adminrules.idaho.gov/rules/current/37/)

RULE # TITLE Authoritative 

Body

Authorizing Statues Fee or Non-

Fee

Recommendation Eliminated Rules by Expiration

37.01.01 Rules of Procedure of the IDWR
Board & 

Department

42-1701A(1); 42-

1734(19); 42-1805(8); 

67-2356; 67-5206(5)

Fee

Review complete.  Take no action now. 

Revisit under RTRA review.  Republish as 

is.  

None

37.02.01 Comprehensive State Water Plan Rules Board 42-1734D; 67-5203 Non-Fee

Review complete.  Take no action now. 

Revisit under RTRA review.  Republish as 

is.  

None

37.02.02 Funding Program Rules Board 42-1734; 42-1758 Fee  Do not republish. Whole Chapter

37.02.03 Water Supply Bank Rules Board 42-1762 Fee

Review Complete.  Take no action now.  

Revisit under RTRA review. Republish as 

is.

None

37.02.04
Shoshone Bannock Tribal Water Supply Bank 

Rules
Board 42-1761; 42-1765 Non-Fee

Review complete.  Take no action to 

revise.  Republish as is.
None

37.03.01 Adjudication Rules Department 42-1414; 42-1805(8) Fee
Review complete. Remove select rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.

025.08, 035.02.b.i, 035.02.c.i, 035.03.c.i, 

035.04.b.i, 035.06.a, 035.06.b, and 

035.07.a.

37.03.02 Beneficial Use Examination Rules Department 42-1805(8) Fee
Review complete. Remove select rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.

010.12, 055.01, and parts of rules 002, 

010.19, 025.01, 030.03, 030.08, 

035.01.c, 035.01.g, 035.01.m, 035.01.p, 

035.03.b, 045.01, and 050.02.b. 

37.03.03
Rules and Minimum Standards for the 

Construction & Use of Injection Wells
Board

42-3913; 42-3914; 42-

3915
Fee

Review complete.  Remove Class II rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.

010.07, 010.15, 010.29, 010.30, 010.40, 

010.48.a, 010.48.b, 010.49.e, 010.54, 

010.56, 010.69, 010.70, 010.75, 010.90, 

010.91, 010.92, 010.98, 010.101, 025, 

040.02.b, 040.02.d, 045, 051, 054, 057, 

and 060.

37.03.04 Drilling for Geothermal Resources Rules Board 42-4001; 42-4015 Fee
Review complete. Remove select rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.
025.03

37.03.05
Mines Tailings Impoundment Structures 

Rules
Board 42-1714 Fee

Review Complete. Take no action now.  

Revisit under RTRA review. Republish as 

is.

None
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RULE # TITLE Authoritative 

Body

Authorizing Statues Fee or Non-

Fee

Recommendation Eliminated Rules by Expiration

37.03.06 Safety of Dams Rules Board
42-1714; 42-1709; 42-

1721
Fee

Review Complete.  Take no action now.  

Revisit under RTRA review. Republish as 

is.

None

37.03.07 Stream Channel Alteration Rules Board 42-3803 Fee
Review complete. Remove select rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.

 055.03, 055.05, 055.06, 058, 060, and 

061, part of rule 056.07, and Appendices 

E, F, G, L, M, and part of K. 

37.03.08 Water Appropriation Rules Department 42-1805(8) Fee
Review complete. Remove select rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.

035.03.a, 035.03.b.xv, 040.01.e, 

040.02.d, 050.07, and parts of rules 

030.01.c, 030.03.a, 030.03.c, 035.01.a, 

035.01.b, 035.02.a, 035.03.a, 035.03.b.ii, 

035.03.b.xv, 035.04.a, 040.02.a.i, 

040.02.a.ii, 045.02.b.iii, and 050.02.

37.03.09 Well Construction Standards and Rules Board 42-238(12) Fee
Review complete.  Take no action to 

revise.  Republish as is.
None

37.03.10 Well Driller Licensing Rules Board 42-238(6) Fee
Review complete.  Take no action to 

revise.  Republish as is.
None

37.03.11
Rules for Conjunctive Management of 

Surface and Ground Water Resources
Department 42-603 Non-Fee

Review complete.  Take no action now. 

Revisit under RTRA review.  Republish as 

is.  

None

37.03.12
IDWR Water Distribution Rules Water District 

34
Department 42-603 Non-Fee

Review complete. Remove select rules.  

Republish w/ deletions.

010.05, 010.14, 020, 035.02, 035.03, 

035.06, 035.07, 040.01.a, 040.07, 045, 

050, 055.01, 055.02, 055.03, and 

055.04, and parts of rules 025.01, 

040.01, 040.03.a, 040.03.b, and 055.06.
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Idaho Conservation League comments on Proposed Rule 37.03.07, Idaho Department of Water Resources, Stream 

Channel Alteration Rules (Rule 70) 

 
 
Director Gary Spackman 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 E. Front Street 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 
 
July 5, 2019 
 
Re: Idaho Conservation League Comments on 37.03.07 – STREAM CHANNEL 
ALTERATION RULES (Rule 70) 
 
Dear Director Spackman, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (IDWR or “the Department”) Proposed Stream Channel Alteration 
Rules – IDAPA 30.03.07.  These comments are being submitted in response to 
publication of the proposed rules in the June 21, 2019 publication of the Idaho 
Administrative Bulletin. 

 Since 1973, the Idaho Conservation League has been Idaho’s leading voice for 
clean water, clean air and wilderness—values that are the foundation for Idaho’s 
extraordinary quality of life. The Idaho Conservation League works to protect these 
values through public education, outreach, advocacy and policy development. As 
Idaho's largest state-based conservation organization, we represent over 30,000 
supporters, many of whom are interested in ensuring that mines in Idaho are adequately 
regulated so as to ensure the protection of Idaho’s water quality, public health, and 
aquatic species. 

 ICL is concerned that the proposed rule does not accurately reflect the statuory 
direction that allows for any aggrieved person to petition the director for a hearing, 
unless the right to a hearing is otherwise provided by statute. Instead, the wording of the 
proposed rule is limited only to the “applicant.”  
 
 ICL recommends that the wording of this rule be amended to include “aggrieved 
person” in Rule 70.  
 
Current wording of Rule 70: 
 



Idaho Conservation League comments on Proposed Rule 37.03.07, Idaho Department of Water Resources, Stream 

Channel Alteration Rules (Rule 70) 

070. HEARINGS ON DENIED, LIMITED, OR CONDITIONED PERMIT OR OTHER 
DECISIONS OF THE DIRECTOR (RULE 70). 
Any applicant who is granted a limited or conditioned permit, or who is denied a permit, 
may seek a hearing on said action of the Director by serving on the Director written 
notice and request for a hearing before the Board within fifteen (15) days of receipt of 
the Director’s decision. Said hearing will be set, conducted, and notice given as set forth 
in the Rules promulgated by the Board under the provisions of Title 67, Chapter 52, 
Idaho Code. (7-1-93) 
 
Current wording of Title 42, Chapter 17, Section 42-1701A – Hearings Before 
Director – Appeals: 
 
 42-1701A(3) 
(3)  Unless the right to a hearing before the director or the water resource board is 
otherwise provided by statute, any person aggrieved by any action of the director, 
including any decision, determination, order or other action, including action upon any 
application for a permit, license, certificate, approval, registration, or similar form of 
permission required by law to be issued by the director, who is aggrieved by the action 
of the director, and who has not previously been afforded an opportunity for a hearing 
on the matter shall be entitled to a hearing before the director to contest the action. The 
person shall file with the director, within fifteen (15) days after receipt of written notice of 
the action issued by the director, or receipt of actual notice, a written petition stating the 
grounds for contesting the action by the director and requesting a hearing. The director 
shall give such notice of the petition as is necessary to provide other affected persons 
an opportunity to participate in the proceeding. The hearing shall be held and conducted 
in accordance with the provisions of subsections (1) and (2) of this section. Judicial 
review of any final order of the director issued following the hearing shall be had 
pursuant to subsection (4) of this section. 
 
Suggested wording of Rule 70, to better reflect statutory direction: 
 
070. HEARINGS ON DENIED, LIMITED, OR CONDITIONED PERMIT OR OTHER 
DECISIONS OF THE DIRECTOR (RULE 70). 
Any applicant who is granted a limited or conditioned permit, or who is denied a permit, 
or any person aggrieved by a decision, determination, order, or other action of the 
Director, may seek a hearing on said action of the Director by serving on the Director 
written notice and request for a hearing before the Board within fifteen (15) days of 
receipt of the Director’s decision. Said hearing will be set, conducted, and notice given 
as set forth in the Rules promulgated by the Board under the provisions of Title 67, 
Chapter 52, Idaho Code. (7-1-93) 
 

Please contact Austin at 208-345-6933 ext. 23 or awalkins@idahoconservation.org if 
you have any questions regarding our comments or if we can provide you with any 
additional information on this matter. 

mailto:awalkins@idahoconservation.org
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Sincerely, 

/s/Austin Walkins     

Austin Walkins                                               Jonathan Oppenheimer 
Senior Conservation Associate                      External Relations Director 
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DATE:   July 11, 2019 

 

TO:   Executive Branch Agency/Department Heads 

         Rules Review Officers 

 

FROM: Zach Hauge, Chief of Staff   

 

SUBJECT:  Process to Finalize Pending Rules for Reauthorization Effort 

 

 

On June 19, 2019, a special edition of the Idaho Administrative Bulletin reauthorized rules that 

were deemed necessary to protect public health, safety, and welfare or to confer a benefit. Each 

rule docket was published as temporary and proposed concurrently. The proposed rules must be 

adopted as pending rules prior to the 2020 legislative session. DFM intends to publish a special 

edition of the Idaho Administrative Bulletin to adopt pending rules on November 20, 2019. This 

memo outlines the process for agencies to finalize their pending rules. 

 

Adoption of Pending Rule 

 

Two action steps are necessary to publish in the November 2019 Bulletin: 

 

1. Agencies must submit a completed Notice of Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of 

Pending Rule form and separately a Notice of Omnibus Fee Rulemaking - Adoption of 

Pending Fee Rule form (if applicable) to DFM no later than October 16, 2019. 

a. Templates for each Notice are enclosed. 

b. Please submit completed Notice(s) to Adam Latham 

(Adam.Latham@dfm.idaho.gov) 

c. If rulemaking authority is vested in a board or commission – not agency staff – 

the board or commission must convene to properly authorize the Notice(s). This is 

required by law. Please work closely with your attorney to ensure the Notice is 

properly authorized. 

d. No ARRF will be required. 

e. Prior to the adoption of the pending rule, the agency shall consider fully all 

written and oral submissions respecting the proposed rule, per § 67-5224. 

2. Agencies must provide a cover sheet for each rule chapter. This is a new addition to 

allow citizens to more easily navigate the administrative rules. This cover sheet will be 

added as the first page of the official Idaho Administrative Code for each chapter, 

preceding the current Table of Contents.  

mailto:Adam.Latham@dfm.idaho.gov
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a. A template cover sheet is attached. Please submit one cover sheet per chapter to 

DFM no later than October 16, 2019. 

b. The cover sheet will replace the previous uniform formatting requirements within 

a rule chapter. As such, OARC will remove the following sections from each 

pending rule: 

i. 002. Written Interpretations. 

ii. 005. Office – Office Hours – Mailing Address – Street Address – Web 

Address. 

 

Accomplishing the Red Tape Reduction Act and Licensing Freedom Act 

 

The rules reauthorization process has provided an unprecedented, one-time opportunity to 

eliminate obsolete, outdated, and unnecessary rules. 

 

It is the expectation of the Governor that each agency continues to review their reauthorized 

proposed rules for opportunities to eliminate or simplify. Recommendations provided to the 

Governor in conjunction with the Licensing Freedom Act should be considered by each agency. 

This should be done in open, public meetings with opportunities for public input, and in 

accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act, including § 67-5227. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Can agencies add rules concurrently with the publication of the pending rule? 

• No, agencies must go through the traditional ARRF process for any net new rules. 

• If a rule is simply being moved from one chapter to another, DFM does not consider that 

a net new rule. 

 

Can agencies eliminate or modify rules concurrently with the publication of the pending rule? 

• Yes, an agency can eliminate or modify additional rules, if in compliance with the 

requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act, including § 67-5227. Agencies 

should do so in an open, public hearing. Please vet any substantive changes by your 

Governor’s office contact. 

• Agencies must provide a marked-up version showing all desired edits in Microsoft Word 

by October 16, 2019. Do not use track changes as it can be difficult to follow changes; 

rather, agencies should highlight changes and use strikethroughs and underlines. Obtain a 

word copy of your rule from OARC if you have changes. 

 

How can I schedule a public hearing to discuss and consider changes to the proposed rule?  

• An agency can publish a Notice of Hearing in the Idaho Administrative Bulletin 

identifying the date, time, location, and subject matter for the scheduled public hearing. 

• If an agency is considering modifying the content of a proposed rule in a substantive way 

pursuant to § 67-5227, it is directed to hold a public hearing after publishing a Notice 

of Hearing in the Idaho Administrative Bulletin. Any such agency is also directed to 

consider and take all reasonable steps to provide notice of the public hearing to 

interested parties and individuals. The Notice of Hearing should make clear that the 

public can provide oral or written comment through the day of the public hearing.  

• Any agency holding a public hearing should accept and consider both written and oral 

public comments received at the public hearing prior to adopting a pending rule. 
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• A template Notice of Hearing is attached and can be submitted directly to OARC at 

adminrules@adm.idaho.gov. The agency should time the publication of the Notice so that 

the Bulletin publishes with enough lead time to meet guidelines for the state’s open 

meeting laws. 

 

Can I vacate a proposed rule that we have since found to be unnecessary?  

• Yes, an agency can vacate a proposed rule simply by making a notation on your Notice of 

Omnibus Rulemaking – Adoption of Pending Rule. 

• The temporary rule will automatically expire at the end of the 2020 legislative session so 

it is not necessary to vacate the temporary rule; if an agency needs to rescind a temporary 

rule prior to this time, contact OARC at adminrules@adm.idaho.gov 

Upcoming Training Sessions 

DFM will host a training session with a specific focus on finalizing the pending rules in this 

unique circumstance, as follows: 

Date Time Location 

July 25 11:00 a.m. LB Jordan Basement room 09 

To attend, please RSVP to Adam Latham (Adam.Latham@dfm.idaho.gov) at least three days 

prior to the event. 

 

mailto:adminrules@adm.idaho.gov
mailto:adminrules@adm.idaho.gov
mailto:Adam.Latham@dfm.idaho.gov


Summary of Fate of IDAPA 37 Rule Chapters Following Initial Rule Review - 7/17/19

Review complete.  Take no action 

now. Revisit under RTRA review.  

Republish as is.  

Do not republish.
Review complete.  Take no action 

to revise.  Republish as is.

Review complete. Remove select 

rules.  Republish w/ deletions.

37.01.01 Rules of Procedure of the 

IDWR*
37.02.02 Funding Program Rules

37.02.04 Shoshone Bannock Tribal Water 

Supply Bank Rules
37.03.01 Adjudication Rules

37.02.01 Comprehensive State Water 

plan Rules
----

37.03.09 Well Construction Standards 

Rules

37.03.02 Beneficial Use Examination 

Rules

37.02.03 Water Supply Bank Rules ---- 37.03.10 Well Driller Licensing Rules

37.03.03 Rules and Minimum 

Standards for the Construction and 

Use of Injection Wells

37.03.05 Mine Tailings Impoundment 

Structures Rules
---- ----

37.03.04 Drilling for Geothermal 

Resources Rules

37.03.06 Safety of Dams Rules ---- ----
37.03.07 Stream Channel Alteration 

Rules

37.03.11 Rules for Conjunctive 

Management of Surface and Ground 

Water Resources

---- ----
37.03.12 Water Distribution Rules 

Water District 34

37.03.08 Water Appropriation Rules ---- ---- ----

Board Rules Department Rules

*Rules fall under the authority of both IDWR and IWRB.
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